
Your Current Monitoring is Not Enough
The Business Benefits of Proactive Monitoring with ProTop



Why are you here?

Excellent performance and availability are good for 
business
You can do more and you can do it faster
Users are happy
Support staff are happier



Why Are You Here?
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Common pain points:

USERS are de facto monitoring service
*Stuff* happens…then stops. No idea what/why
Zero visibility into root cause of issues
Zero visibility into effect of changes



Why ProTop? Why WSS?
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We are in the business of problem avoidance
You are also in the business of problem avoidance

Our goals are aligned

We are the first and most avid user of ProTop
 It is part of our day-to-day professional life



Why ProTop? Why WSS?
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We offer
Free tools for real-time analysis
Historical data for intuitive anomaly detection
Performance, monitoring and alerting tools
Our expertise, if you need it, when you need it
24/7 guaranteed support



About White Star Software

•The Oldest and Most Respected Independent Progress OpenEdge
Consulting Firm

•5 of the top OpenEdge DBAs in the world: Adam Backman, Tom 
Bascom, Dan Foreman, Paul Koufalis and Nectarios Daloglou

•Our Performance, Monitoring and Alerting Tool, ProTop. An 
incredibly powerful single-pane-of-glass view of your entire 
OpenEdge ecosystems

•Real World Training From Real World DBAs

info@wss.com |  wss.com

mailto:info@wss.com
http://www.wss.com/


What Our Partners Say
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What is ProTop ?
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 Flexible, highly configurable alerting system
 Single-pane-of-glass web portal
 Years of trend history at your fingertips
 Real-time monitoring console



Flexible Alerting
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Hundreds of available metrics
Unlimited threshold definitions
Alert fatigue avoidance
Multiple alerting levels

 Reduce spam/noise: configure where alerts go

Automated script response
Alert Enrichers

 Time-consuming information gathering executed automatically



Flexible Alerting
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Simple text-file configuration 
 quick and easy to maintain and deploy

Hierarchical alerting structure
Global default configuration
Or specify by environment, server, database, etc.



Flexible Alerting
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Metric Threshold  SS    Notify   Message           Action

====== ========== ==    ======== ================= ====================

otrx num  > 7200 ""    "hourly" "Old Tx &1 &2 &3" zOldTRXDetails,alarm

ztime num  >  300 ""    "hourly" “Blocked &2 &3 s" zBlockedDetails,alert

HR     num  < 98   "3:3" "hourly" "Hit% &2 &3 (&1)" alert

asMode char = "Not Running"  "2:2" "hourly" "&1 &2 &3" script,alarm



Flexible Alerting
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Built-in Monitoring Agents for OpenEdge components
Built-in log file monitor
Easily extendable to monitor almost anything



Alert Enhancers



Continuous Evolution
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User Experience Metrics



Continuous Evolution
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Continuous Evolution
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Custom Application Metrics



Single Pane of Glass
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Web Portal
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Alert enrichers provide crucial details





Years of History
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Table and Index Statistics
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Table and Index Statistics
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Hundreds of Trended Metrics
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Real-Time Console



Zoom in on One User
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#1: To Kill or Not to Kill
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Old Transaction + BI Growing
Alert at 2h, alarm at 4h and page at 6h 

DBA notified by SMS

Trend data shows 13K read/sec in one table last 28 hours
Near zero write activity

Real-time monitor confirmed inactive process running one 
line of code
Safe to SIGINT 



#2: Still running !?!
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Overnight batch jobs not finishing by morning
History shows chain taking longer and longer to run
Customer only noticed when critical information not 
available to morning shift



#2: Still running !?!
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What happened 
on Aug 1? 

CODE CHANGE!



#3: False Alarm?
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Spotty network between replication source and target
OE Replication interruptions common
Decrease sensitivity from 1:1 to 3:3, i.e. only generate 
alert if 3 failures in three samples
Two SMS alerts generated: Replication down AND no 
heartbeat on target. 
 This is no false alarm! Power outage at DR site.



Detect and correct 
issues before they affect 
your critical business processes

THE BEST OPENEDGE PERFORMANCE, MONITORING, AND ALERTING TOOL IN THE GALAXY!   |  WSS.COM/PROTOP



Questions?
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